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It was an enchanting evening of Nov 7th as one walked
into Hilton hotel. A very special event was underway
Spirit – U –AllTM - Journey of life. The event held an
intent to take people through a journey of an experience.
This event was conducted by the world renowned
spiritual scientist, Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa, who is ushering
in a unique spiritual technology that encapsulates her
inventions. Based on her discoveries of Lifeforce
MechanismTM – or the force behind life that governs
its mechanics and Timeless PhenomenonTM which
represents the multidimensional realities of universe
and human existence to bring out the cause and effect
of happenings, she has evolved scientific methodologies
that have the capacity to reverse the impact of evolution
on human existence. Through the medium of nature’s
own science, Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa is bringing forth a
revolution of love called Aashwasan – a journey that has
touched thousands of lives.
Spirit-U-AllTM - Journey of Life offered a deeply
meaningful opportunity for people to get in touch with
their life’s experience, and find direction to their inner
quest. The event opened up a profound understanding
as to why we go through what we go through. Ms.
Rashmi Aiyappa led the soulful conversation to ask
some fundamental questions about life, and took people
through an introspective journey to express their deepmost thoughts, experiences and knowing about life. She
brought clarity on how conditioning can take people
away from experiencing their true self.
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As the audience came to a point where they were ready to let go of
their conditioning and just be their true self, they were gently led to
a healing experience. The space morphed into a healing zone where
silence allowed the voice of their deeper self to be heard. The session
marked a new beginning for many as they connected to their inner
voice. The session ended to mark a new beginning in many a life.
“I have never ever felt such peace within”, shared a participant. Many
elderly people and those who had health issues, who were not sure of
coming, not only came but also sat for the entire program and shared
that they felt very comfortable and that the discomfort of health issues
subsided. “The leg pain that I have been suffering from many months
just vanished,” rejoiced another participant. Participants were left with
a glimpse of their deeper self as an experience, who stayed back to
thank and talk to Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa. It was a moment many said
they had been waiting for.
Aashwasan, a spiritual science organization, offers unique services to
address physiological, psychological and spiritual issues and offers a
unique way to rejuvenate life. Aashwasan is a global movement led
by Rashmi Aiyappa, the spiritual scientist, inventor, entrepreneur and
social innovator.

